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PATENT OFFICE. 
ALICKCLAUDIUS SAVAGE, OF FINSBURY, LONDON, ENGLAND, ASSIGNOR TO SWEETMEAT 

AUTOMATIC DELIVERY COMPANY, LIMITED, OF LONDON, ENGLAND. 

No. 900,126. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, ALICKCLAUDIUS SAV 

AGE, a subject of the King of Great Britain, 
residing at Appold street, Finsbury, London, 
England, have invented new and useful Im 
ESS in or Relating to Coin-Freed Punch-Ball Machines, of which the following 
is a specification. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . This invention relates to punch ball ma 
chines of the kind for which a British patent. 
was granted to H. S. Mills No. 27054 of 1903, 
and has for its object to provide novel means 
for causing the return of the coin on a blow of predetermined force being given. . . . . 

ccording to my invention R"Ei. money bucket, of the well-known 
ing into the coin receptacle and the other 
into a chute leading outside the RE'S The ratchet wheel of the punc 
the punch-ball is struck, is provided with a 
cam which is adapted to operate an armon a 
vertical rod provided with springs and sliding 

5 in a fixed bracket in the machine; should the 
wheel to turn to the predetermined extent 
the lower end of the vertical rod actuates a 
pivoted lever and causes one of the cams of 
the money bucket to turn and thereby dis 
charge the coin into the chute leading outside the apparatus. . . . . . . . . . . . 
The vertically sliding ratchet bar or rod to 

which the punch-ball is connected by a cord of the like carries an arm adapted to bear against a tappet on a spring-actuated verti 
cal rod sliding in a fixed bracket in the cas 
ing. The said rod has an arm at its lower 
end which operates the other cam of the 
money bucket and should the blow struck be 
insufficient to cause the ratchet wheel to 
turn to the predetermined extent the coin 
passes to the coin receptacle of the machine. In the accompanying drawing:-Figure 1 
is a rear view with the cover removed of the 
mechanism of coin-freed strength testing. 
machines of the kind described in the speci 
fication of former patent No. 27054 of 1903 but having my improvements applied there 
to. Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2-2, Fig. 
1. Fig. 3 is a sectional view of the coin 
bucket and of the mechanism connected 
therewith, and Fig. 4 is a view of the same 
device but showing the parts in another 

55 position. 
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the punch-ball ma-. 
chine, which wheel is caused to turn when 
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. a represents the case of the machine, b is 
the vertically sliding ratchet-bar or rod to 
which the punch-ball, not shown in the 
drawing, is attached by means of the chain 
band c is the ratchet-wheel which is actuated 
on the impact of the punch-ball with the so 
called impact board, also not shown in the 
drawing, through the pneumatic device d 
and rode in connection therewith. All these 
parts are of known construction, 

fis the usual coin chute and g is the bucket 
which, as hereinbefore described, is of the 
well-known. Everitt type but which is pro 
vided with the two cams hand i, the said a two cams being hinged to the two opposite 

Veritt 
type, provided with two cams one discharg 

sides of the discharge opening of the bucket 
g at the points h; and it respectively. 

i is the cam or R piece which is pro 
vided upon the ratchet-wheel c and k is the 
arm with which the said cam piece is de 
signed to operate as hereinafter described 
and which is fixed upon the upper end of the 
rod l mounted in the fixed E. m and en 
gaging at its lower end with one end of the 

- -- should the lever n pivoted at n and having its other end 
force of the blow be sufficient to cause the i in engagement with the arm hupon the cam h of the money-bucket g. 

0 is the chute which extends from the 
money bucket to the outside of the apparatus 
and p is the ordinary coin receptacle. 
end of the ratchet-barb and r is the tappet 

q is the arm which is carried by the upper 
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piece provided upon the spring-actuated rod 
r, the lower end of which is formed with an 
arms designed to make contact with an arm 
upon the cam i of the money bucket g for 

the purpose hereinafter described. 
The apparatus operates as follows, that is 

to say, assuming that a coin A is introduced 
into the chute fin the usual way and the 
punch-ball is pulled downwards into the 
operative position so as to raise the ratchet 
barb the coin falls into the money bucket g 
in which it is retained by means of the two 
cams handi as indicated in Fig. 3, the cam i 
being turned into the position shown in that 
figure by the lifting of the rod r. by its spring 
due to the raising of the arm q out of contact 
with the tappet r. If the ball be now 
punched so as to cause it to strike against 
the impact board the pneumatic device d 
transmits the force of the blow to the ratchet 
wheel c in the known manner. 
blow given to the ball be sufficient to cause 
the ratchet wheel to turn to such an extent 
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that the cam i comes into contact with the 
upperside of the arm k and raises it, the rodl 
is lifted so as to tilt the cam h and bring it 
into the position shown in Fig. 4 in which position the coin A is permitted to pass 
through the discharge opening in the money 
bucket g and is deflected by means of the 
uide-plate it integral with the cam hinto the 
ischarge chute 0 by means of which it is 

conveyed outside the apparatus. 
If the blow given to the punch-ball is not 

sufficient to turn the ratchet-wheel c so as to 
cause it to raise the alm k to the necessary 
extent the cam his not tilted into the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 4 and the coin is dis 
charged from the money bucket into the coin 
receptacle by the lifting of the cam i into the 
position shown in Fig.1, this being effected 
by the rod it which is forced downwards by 
the arm q on the ratchet barb when the latter 
is released on the punch-ball or bag striking 
the impact platform in the usual way. 

Having now particularly described and 
ascertained the nature of my said invention 
and in what manner the same is to be per 
formed, I declare that what I claim is:- 

1. In a coin actuated machine, the combi 
nation with a coin receiving chute, of a coin 
receptacle, and a coin delivery chute, a pair 
of pivoted cams interposed between the coin 
receiving chute and the said receptacle and 
delivery chute located in the path of and 
adapted to support the coins, and independ 
ent mechanism for rocking said calms, to 
deliver the coin into said receptacle or said 
delivery chute, substantially as described. 

2. In a coin actuated mechanism, the 
combination with a coin receiving chute, of a 
pair of pivoted cams, having opposite pol 
tions for engaging the edges of a coin, and 
supporting the same, a coin receptacle, and a 
delivery chute located below said cams, and 
independent mechansims for rocking said 
cams to deliver the coin into said receptacle 
or said delivery chute, substantially as de 
scribed. . 

3. In a coin actuated mechanism, the 
combination with a coin receiving chute, of a 
pair of oppositely disposed, movable devices 
adapted to receive and support a coin, the 
distance between said devices being less than 
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the diameter of the coin, independent mech 
anisms connected to said movable devices, 
and a coin receptacle and a delivery chute 
located below said movable devices, sub stantially as described. 

4. In a coin actuated machine, the colm 
bination with a coin receptacle, and a de 
livery chute having portions adjacent to said 
receptacle, a pair of pivoted segmental cams 
arranged above said delivery chute and re 
ceptacle, and adapted to engage the edges of 
coins and support the same, when in normal 
position, the distance between the opposed 
surfaces of said calms being less than the di 
ameter of the coins, and independent mech 
anisms for rocking said cams, and a coin 
chute for conducting coins to said cams, sub 
stantially as described. 

5. In a coin actuated machine, the combi 
nation with a coin receiving chute, a pair of 
pivoted calms having opposed surfaces, ar 
ranged below said chute in relation thereto 
to engage the edges of coins and support the 
same, a coin receptacle and a delivery chute 
below said cams, independent, actuating 
mechanisms for said cams, a rotary part 
having a projection thereon for operating one 
of said actuating mechanisms, and a longi 
tudinally movable bar, having a part for 
operating the other of said actuating mech 
anisms, substantially as described. 

6. In a coin actuated machine, the combi 
nation with a coin receiving chute, a pair of 
pivoted cams having opposed surfaces, ar 
ranged below said chute in relation thereto 
to engage the edges of coins and support, the 
same, a coin receptacle and a delivery chute 
below said cams, independent levers, for 
operating said cams to release the coin sup 
ported thereby, independent trip rods for 
actuating said level's and a tappet piece car 
ried by each of said trip rods, and adapted to 
be operated by parts of the machine during 
the operation thereof, to deposit the coin in 
the said receptacle or in the delivery chute, 
substantially as described. 

ALICK CILAUDIUS SAVAGE. 
Witnesses: 

C. G. REDFERN, 
A. ALBUTT. 
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